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Colorful pictures and simple rhyming texts help children guess what's peeking through the die-cut

windows in these two fun board books. The anticipation of what's hiding on the next page and the

bright, engaging illustrations will keep youngsters guessing and giggling all the way to the suprise

endings.
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In looking for another whimsical, creative, offbeat baby book like Pat the Bunny I found that this title,

among others, was purchased on  by people who bought Pat. Because of the connection with Pat I

was expecting something more than just five Peek-As, and also that every image would be tied

together in a story.The Peek-As are: Owl/Who, Cow/Moo, Ghost/Boo, Animals/Zoo,

Train/Choo-Choo, and the predictable mirror/You. The cutouts through which you see part of the full

image are the same angled peanut shape on every page.I would have expected the partial views

through and around the peanut cutout to contain interesting hints about the uncovered image that

encourage the baby to reason a guess, not just to recall an associated design. Only the Zoo page

really has anything approaching that (leaves and animal designs...but in that image the partial view

of the giraffe looks like a quilt so it may be more confusing than helpful). I also saw a nice

opportunity to shape the cutouts into something meaningful...perhaps a different cutout relating to

each hidden Peek-A.I gave this as many as two stars because baby's mom says that it will help her

practice similar-sounding words and I like the graphics and title.
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